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Today I would like to thank the host of today's event the International Headquarters and the heavenly 
Unified Korea. I began during my research and studies after it was directed by the International 
Headquarters FFWPU, so it is like a basic kind of content, fundamental content for a heavenly Unified 
Korea and so I believe this is also content for many blessed families you should master and this is indeed 
a very important theoretical content, so we really need to completely master. So the International 
headquarters is now, also conducting a training course to raise lectures, who can lecture on this and 
through this, I hope this can build the momentum, this international for giving us this momentum to be 
able to really raise lectures on heavenly unified today what I am lecturing on. I am not the only one giving 
lectures today actually, this lecture basically.  
 
You will find, so basically I have prepared today's event, so that several people will talk about the same 
content in different ways. So just like when we used to study the divine principle back, we had some 
people, who would really give the divine principle lecture very passionately. So we had, first we began 
training lectures in that way and then we had Hoon dok, DP lectures style, so same thing, we want to 
apply this for heavenly Unified Korea Theory. So we thought it will be good to have practice. So of this, 
so the first lecture that I will conduct will be in Hoon dok hey style, I'll reading the lecture and then next 
you will be listen to a lecture in a traditional lecturing style. So anyone who listens to it, can really 
understand and also apply this when giving lectures and listening to the lectures. So while I actually 
making this PPT, I did not know this amazing program, the day before yesterday. If you look at the frame 
here, at the screen, and there is also another extra screen that lectures can actually see that extra content of 
this PPT content. So I believe this is really amazing technological advances. So the content I have 
prepared under the International Headquarters.  
 
So basically this will be contents that will be distributed to lectures and lecturers will be simply to read 
and so we presented to types of lectures: a reading type of lecture that anyone can do just by reading it, as 
long as you have a computer, you know and in an actual traditional style lecturing. So today I have 
commas representing of all the lectures who have already been trained. But anyone of you can come in 
front and give a lecture basically. We are developing such a system right now and it is centered on Hoon 
dok reading. As we read the divine principle. I will read a bit faster at the speed, by which we normally do 
Hoon Dok Hae, so think of this as a pilot test, like the first try out of this Heavenly Unified Korea lecture. 
So the first, this lecture is composing of ten chapters because of time, I cannot read all ten chapters within 
one hour and for that reason. Because it's impossible to read all ten chapters, I kind of summarized only 
the key points, so that you can have grasp what a Heavenly Unified Korea is and, so for the points I 
haven't, I can't like cover this time. I hope I can, you know I can share few materials on. So chapter one is 
on historical significant of the Korean people. South Korea establish a single government in 1948 based 
on the liberal democracy and market economy and has grown into G11 country. 11:42 
 
In after establishing its own separate, North Korea also establishes its own separate government in the 
same year 1948 nationalized all land and provided housing, medical care, and education for free. At the 
beginning of the regimes, Societies was stabilized, but as Kim Il Sung established the world's only 
hereditary Democratic system, the nation productivity glacially declined, and economy grow slower than 



 

 

North Korea became one of the world's poorest countries facing serious economic crisis. The Jo-shon 
workers party which is the heart of North Korea power was founded on October 13th, 1945 and define 
Marxism, Leninism as the party ideology, and the 5th Congress in November 1970, the Kim Il Sung 
Juche Ideology, was first introduced along with Marxism- Leninism and then ten years after at the six-
party 1980, at the six party Congress in November 1980 Marxism, Leninism was eliminated and the Kim 
Il Sung Juche Ideology was titillated as only party philosophy and politics for the Kim Il Sung family 
began, not politics for the people but politics for the Kim Il Sung family began. So the indoctrination 
 

 
 
So the indoctrination of ideology of North Korea's well, evident in the Jushon National view of History. 
The North Korea is fabricating, the history of the nation in line with the history of class struggle at the 
North Korean version of History starts from a Primitive community that share the means of production 
and then develops into a class society estate of possession and exportation of the means of production and 
distant finally coming culminates in a communist society in which means of production or, communist 
shared. Once again, so the interpret the Korean history as followers. The Three Kingdoms period. Of the 
unified Shila Korean Jo-sun period. Where feudal societies who's aristocrat rods in the conflict of the 
means of production, which was the land and finally came. Modern capitalism that exposed to a 
proletarian class 
 
But in the end Korean history, is to conclude as a communist Society. So basically there and their 
conclusion is that history has to conclude as a communist Society. Is Korean history a class struggling 
history? No. Korean history is a survival epic of overcoming 931 Invasion from neighboring powers. It is 
the history of providential people despite of vision over powerful troops 
 
of the million the Sun-young jae in Sui China, the Tang Tae chong order of the Mongolian empire that 
conquered Europe. Korea displayed all the time courage and we can see that befits such as general Yu-che 
mundok and Young-e sung Moon admire Mi-sun Shin, and we could see such a strong player of faith. 
 
When the Korean people build 30,000 tablet of Buddhist creatures were made to ward off of Mongolian 
forces. Is not an example, as march first movement of Korea Independence of non-violent independence 
demonstration where people face Japanese imperial guns, declaring Korea and peace Asia-pacific 
Koreans, regardless of religion and identity came together and shouted Mansei on this day. 
 
So being a history coming so much invasion Korean history is not being one of class struggle but history 
of struggle between good and evil. 
 
The providential history of restoration of a good people, so looking at the history of the Korean Peninsula, 
38th parallel, separated the South and North is not simply a military ceasefire line, but the pants front line 
separating good and evil values communism and democracy, the ideologist of the Ideas, Idealism and 
Materialism, theism and atheism and in this manner the confrontation between the two Koreas can seen as 
confrontation of ideologies philosophies values. So the philosophy that can unify the South and North 
cannot be found from neither communism or democracy which are in an extreme confrontation with each 
other. This is because there are two Ideology and system that exclude the order to the extreme. 
 
Hence, the solution is found to be found in a third Zone and this is the thought of Godism. So a movement 
to restore the common origin of both South and North Korea. 
 



 

 

So the Godism movement. So once we can find the common root of the two Koreas that central axis can 
be established. So, the Godism movement exposes both the limitation of communism and liberal 
democracy and is calling people to return to the fundamental source of freedom and equality. So Godism 
does not deny or exclude either democracy or communism. But seeks the essence to reveal the essence of 
the true philosophies and there by unify them. 
 
So I through a third way or Godism, so they guarantee a future of peace and unity. 
 
So Godism, on heavenly unified Korea is a movement that claims to restore the Gyeong-cheon Ideal of 
Go-jong founded by Dangun. So since, I'm trying to also understand, you know the background, the root 
of Korea since ancient times. 
 
And Koreans have been of people who served heaven. So the God, that Korean served defined as the 
three in one God. So the three here, being Hwang-in, Hwang-weu, Hwang-gom, The Chinese character in 
Hwang-in actually means "In" means fundamental cause. So, Hwa-in whose name contains in refers to 
the source that created this universe. In other words, it can be seen also as the tradition Korean expression 
that refers as a biblical creator. So basically this trinity theory basically, we can see this is kind of like a 
root, kind of philosophy where God became man. So this is actually the beginning point of the founding 
ideology of the Dangun ideology. So that is why I say it is quite important. So the Heavenly unified 
Korea must based on the history of Korean traditional just like the founding ideals of Dangun. 
 
Must be in the first ideal universal ideology that can both embrace both the North and the South. It must 
be an ideology that can propose a future coordinate for Heavenly Unified Korea. So the founding of 
Heavenly Unified Korea is nor either than love for God, love of mankind and love for the nation. (19:15) 
Furthermore 
 
This is something I can create or set up, but I thought I had to write a letter to True Mother. And your 
mother read every letter. Well, and it is because of that that that I could say that love for God and love for 
man kind of love for the nation to be ideology and that would become a so, I felt like this would be The 
most top-rated, you know what, the ideologies to really renew the time going to college for the more the 
theory of the Heavenly invite Korea. So is a response to love for humankind. Response to love with the 
nation and the basically, everyone, 
 
the liberal Democratic human rights. Derived from the French Enlightenment are in the human rights 
from God and not from any particular country to life, liberty equality. And so basically, everything, life 
liberty, equality property. Liberal democracy Finds Its Source in God, in that sense. 
 
It's the foundation of a goddess. A democratic system will be shaking from the root of the issue of 
equality in to see an object before it is. Democracy is a value that corresponds to do. Which is an internal 
values to equal in equal form type of account to Harmony and unity of Samsung and health science. So 
based on that ideology all we can overcome, you know. Different ideologies of modern society and we 
can propose new alternatives to about 5. So it's a very simple type. Look at it as a very simple and easy to 
understand type in the theory. So because of that equality equality, Only so is what we call them and same 
thing with equality. Equality. Only when everything is based on the heart again, through Harmony take 
place, so we can actually, it has two minutes. It would be Heavenly, we could be new also, but we, but 
this term means Heavenly. We To end this talks about a future recording. It's basically for Korea. And so, 
the, the fountain that they all did, She Will Be Loved, God, love humankind, and love Anisa and it's a 
Korea, can't be real life. Price quickly on Sceptre to wish deals with open nationalism. Home Depot. What 
is the news from Sunday? Christmas music. Sorry that the Heavenly parents. All things are composed of 
the spirit aspect of the physical aspect of the cause of all existence, also exists as a neutral objects and 
also centered on in our heart. Kyoto Kyoto. In Orthodox. Christian doctrine, God is a spirit of the Define. 
God has a special thing as mentioned above and later on to be given critical that. But anyways, I hear it. 
Basically. They say that. God is a Transcendent big is a goddess who does high above the simple material 
world as a note to self existing bank. So basically so How to make an impression that they think of God 
as an absolute Transcendence. Beep. Why is that? 
 
Because God is because God has no relation of the material with the materialistic world, but only with the 
spiritual World Shanti Om. And it was the mark, there was Marxist dialectical materialism and overturn 
this actually, and so put question marks intertwine with each other. So, the skinniest of these three 
philosophies of Carolyn, that the fall of the scheme of returning to the original state with an ultrasound 
and a triple Rhythm of the Christian scheme is creation for my salvation. And Marksman visiting Marx, 
argued that the history searches that history is the development of matter. on the spirit. He argues that 
history developer from a Jessica Muniz in a class of society. And back must go back to its original six, 
which is communism. And this a 8% is what is the model and this fall exactly the Christian model of 
creation file and salvation. A describe. The Christian God as an absolute there, which he also described as 
a self exerting Spirits, a self manifest things appear, right? 
 
And that the position of absolute Sperry's in human history, according to Hagel and but then Mark 



 

 

dialectic all the stuff exerting matter. Anything. That's the most thought that God was an illusion and a 
fiction and he's Mark's because he thought the gun was an illusion fiction. He said that God is not very 
good, but his mother and said that and that it is and that matter can be put in the position of God. 
Basically, and he claims that the self-manifestation of matter. He's history supposed to be completely 
opposite. And that's how they created the materialism. So, material is such a smart and goes for about 
who belong to the left. I get to Galion to criticize the spiritual admitting fiction and solution. They went as 
far as they went on, to build, a tariff is atheism in the world view of militant material materialistic. Who 
declares the death of Christian? 
 
God is dead. So is God Spirit or is it is God matter. So from the standpoint of Gunnison mind and matter 
are only attributes of God. God himself, not got to be spiritual and cream. The spirit which is the starting 
point of Hegel's, philosophy of God. And so busy because of that, starting flood starting point. 
 
Many calls, many sets could be ended up coming out from Christianity. So the essence of God is true. 
And God is the meaning of a heart. In Genesis. 1:27. Say that God created man in his own image and the 
image of God. He created his male and female he created them. Each interpret God's image as traditional 
Christian Easter does Eros. Actually this meaning of the Bible, the Bible clearly defined image of God 
bless the image of Adam and Eve in the intangible. God is there for Manifest the truth visible form of 
Adam and Eve and therefore God of God the true parent present with an Adam and Eve Adam and Eve 
for parents and ancestors of human thinks. This is the definition of God as the invisible. So in terms of 
attributes, however, God is a god of jewel. 
 
Mainly the neutral subject of songs. And I wasn't taking the next chapter 9 title in the city of Hemet in 
relation to. So Out of human. Kind of God is one God. God is not the god of the Ultimate Reality. 
 
All have been through their Consciousness. The ultimate cause an alternate reality and God is a central 
point across borders, racist, religious language and culture because it's only one God. We have the same 
wavelength Derek. This is hard. To starting point of all these from one. God must return to the purpose of 
religions, For All Mankind to become one family. Go to doctor, holy community on May 8th, 2020 
edition of family of humanity. Under God has to have only parent of all religions around the world as well 
as all the diverse peoples or nations meeting people relationship is all coming together. Under the large 
umbrella of the exclusivity to like the Pharisees of time of just a reminder to get from exclusivity with 
church, Authority and respect. What sounds do with the laundromat family under one but so I have my 
parent is not only the life of loving 
 
God implies a life of following the ocean. Motion is a diva define static? That is different from the me 
deep inside. It serves as a daughter of the inner Court in us and therefore the caution is my subject. The 
subject through, which I can exist for command of the hearts and does a source of his conscience is not 
the reason. Can't say it, but the heart, the heart of a parent. Therefore, the continent that we already knew, 
but this was when I realized this, my show, I cannot express. My joy was overflowing in my heart. When 
I made this realization, that death is not an epic of happiness and joy, so basically widest that Center, 
according to the conscience. Bixby send us over Phillip ID to one's physical parents. This is because 
Phillip idea to have only parent takes president president's life to Chang everyone. So far. We have looked 
at the specific meaning of chapter 4, who in the guitarist, who is the subject part of the Caribbean? Just 
reading it basically says that she has an alternative which and got a great subject for the word licenses of 
these. We called at 3. 
 
Who is you don't want to go and physically values to God, who is the subject of the country? Who which 
is also a subject of it becomes the parent of parent-teacher of teachers and owner of owners ever since all 
three characteristics and represent. Can be represented by the parental hard. God is the true parent God. 
And that is what we call, God that have a only, this ideology philosophy to article, 3 of the North Korean 
Constitution promulgated, people standard folks, you can you find the chu Che ideology as the 
Revolutionary ideology that will bring a bath of Massachusetts, all the people, but he is a personal Man of 
the Year in North Korea is defined as having subjective.  
 
Consciousness and creativity, but this constitutional definition of human does not apply to humans in 
general, but only to do something leadership ology, calling could use them as an ideological with a 
human's face. Is not correct. This is because, the ideas man itself is a commonest class, Focus 
revolutionary, men and it is a fabricated be of man that stands for The principle of philosophy man is the 
master or subject of their own destiny. But in his book principle of social history, the Celtic a the parts of 
a mass. Rather than the personal account ending in the book, The Tiara founder leadership of father had 
become the subject of some. Indian food means that our father had some chick is the one and only idea. 
The Legion of North Korea's authorities. Like the owner of North Korea to the latest instead of selling, 
isn't it? Is ranked as one of the top 10 of the world with 20 million followers in the end. It became an 
atheist religion.  
 
Turn life into the epitome of Civic religions and the slogan in North Korea is Saturn head, hummus and 
will stay with us forever into Che ideology. Human life is given to physical life and Susie's socio-political 



 

 

life and that if you were 11 to leave as a master of his own destiny, Social political subject, matter head 
through the Communist Party. In terms of this to basically, you know, how we going to not cry, you say 
that even though people say that female song is the gift of eternal life approach in the meter of the nation 
to Define Nations, even though he has, Sunnyway skip to the song is seen as the god of North Korea 
been. So in that sense the proclamation of dr. Chohan mobile Health Council May 6th 1991 at mass of 
motion in Campbell said, if North Korea does not give up treats. Korea, will perish, accept God has them. 
So then what is the humans? Long as I'm in responsible chuchi ideology. 
 
So does Matthew of God. Isn't that correspond to the subjectivity and creative? And so while the humans 
you off the tricky ideology for socialist Revolution universally shared values is the original human few 
off. The creations of an ideology is the subject of his Masses of the people in India and that the subject of 
the subject is God in lots and live through the conscious and he is a cursed objects of mankind. Who leads 
to turn them? Who is God, who is the subject? The answer to that question is cleared. So, on the Korean 
peninsula, in the fall subject and the fabricated gone, so into U of University shared values, we have the 
phone subjectivity of the throne. I don't look so that it no longer dingers in this planet on this planet. 
Universally, shared banking, system is basically the only effective counter proposal to Jay ideology. So 
when we look not, I'll talk about the liberation of humankind.  
 
As we saw with the ideology of love for humankind is a spirit, which is a founding ideology of Korea, 
love for Humanity. Not mean the fake Libra. Would love a pony rider in. It refers to experiencing God's 
love that heart, loving brothers and sisters. Horizontally is based on the universal principles of the 
cushion, a candy and the auto which is loving me a horizontal. Another words or short jump. It's not like 
it is the life principle that practice. That practice is the Bible of the Biblical word. Love the Lord, your 
God, with all your heart, mind and soul, and love your neighbor as yourself. He's a true human liberating 
ideology that can Embrace and help overcome the limitations of the human use of liberal democracy and 
socialism originally. Commemorating the slogan of the French Revolution, which is liberty or is that the 
principle of democracy begin preserving and doubt human rights such as a station based on the science of 
democratic individually, but the democratic convention being subjected to buy individual soap. 
 
Think about this, everyone recognized based on the value of painted by individual desires. Where? 
 
Which is leading to the bus. So, so basically, as the enlightenment philosopher, Hobbes state of the war of 
all against, all in order was president has been lost. Tyron Smith. Freedom of Kim Jong, freedom of 
conscience, freedom of human character to Freedom based on individual desires. Actually, in the fridge, 
the freedom of others, if you can, or cannot read to debauchery. 
 
So realization of the huge wrong. There's fruit in a movement for human Liberation modeled, on the 
family and fundamental. Celebration in Faison, the sinkiang of God. So the evidence becomes true, 
Freedom only when it is based on God's heart. So same thing with class liberation. 
 
Proletariat and the liberation of flavors of socialism and liberation of Cruelty, and hatred of the working 
class, but it cannot Liberate the capitalist class 2A. Purge by the revolution. To the only produces heat 
resistant to a socialist Revolution legalized. And justify our construction has no conscience is not a slave 
here. This has resulted. This is… The truth about socialism. So this has resulted in the worst crimes of 
mankind, that cannot be undone. So basically, you know what to bring to the revolution? Did not bring 
about human equality and but results.  
 
Destruction, why is that everyone socialism believe that Schumann and Men sufficiently British and 
realized for the concept of social equality in the first place, the results. How is it to the resulting? Equality 
of socialism can never actually come in mouth? Quality is an objective value in front of the same or 
checking the quality in front of God. It is not absolute equality. Equality of the heart equality and equality 
of status, conscious of the reasons, the socialist society. The concept of equality a subjective equality. 
And equality is an object because an object Valley centered on the heart as Sin, but your son I download. 
She embodies fundamental equality and human Liberation to in a vertical. How is your Kik? We can only 
human Labor Ready. So it isn't real life edition of what kind of ethic.  
 
Is a theory of depression that will that can that can be a new proposal second and count as socialism and 
democracy, I believe it is. Such a thought it is not an individual. Theme of chapter 5, which is the 
fundamentals of the Pacific Ocean by absorption or Federation unification. So, what is, why is your 
relation to? Because the Korean Peninsula has an arena of struggle among the powers peaceful 30,000 
family, separated, by war on the 10,000. 84000 categories, only 8400 have been released and then around 
the remaining seventy or so something thousand soldiers, still survive, North deprived of all physics in 
when we think of the pain of North Korean refugees. As well as a 10 million people of North Korea 
attacks, the broom people should tackle the division problem. 
 
River Lane Myrtle Beach on the south north dialogue of the 4th power since the Korean Peninsula 
graphically and politicking and Russia and China are in the more, the powerful countries listed many 
times larger territories, then Korea, Russia surrounded by Frozen Coastline for cars. North Korea, hasn't 



 

 

backyard fountains of nuclear warheads are set up. China aims of the hegemony and is Asia. Pressing is 
third, Torrey Olympians as we have seen of China's one belt, one road project of the Northeast project, 
and even with one accident in China, and even with one of his of triangles to go to South Korea in the 
USA, Japan keeps popping over Doctrine. Was established Northeast, economy hegemony, and that's the 
only country is Northeast Asia, Saturday night that separates the United. Hegemony of the Far East to 
China, explosion of the South Northpoint, liaison office and place them in June 16th last year. The inter-
korean talks for 1974 came to not 50 years later the state song For What?  
 
As North American Summit, in Hanoi was the first to clarify the problem of the definition of Pinochle 
recession. Indicating the end, the cycle of negotiations in the band during more than 20 years because of 
this is North Korea's denuclearization station and the first date because North Korean and American 
definitions of denuclearization differ from each other. Reason is it is simple in a relation of the United 
definition of denuclearization will entitle with until the complete disarmament of Korea presupposing as 
well. The role of the US troops, try to take weapons. Distance of two sides Concepts and denuclearization 
were fundamentally. Different is Tommy Talks ended in Failure. So then why did the peace talks that like 
Powers hoped would succeed ended up in his disappearing and then going out in pain. 
 
So we need to answer that. We need to ask more. Fundamental question, can the concept of peace lily? He 
deserves from to communisme that calls her material is The elimination of Labor and class Revolution 
that the concept of it comes from materialism, that emphasizes that is why such a piece is bound to be a 
false teeth to, for example, let's look at the 7th 14, joint declaration in 1970, too long ago, Santa Clara 
declared in front of his people. Let us not forget for a moment that does not. Please without people rating 
and Community, nicely sound in, Korea is what he said. So while engaging in these dogs are poorly, he 
ended up revealing his intentions. He's bad. Intentions in front of his people. The reason, this guy's penis 
the piece in the first place, and also a philosophy. Hatred. So no concept of Peace. Can be established 
from an ideology based on material value. Some type of value to what about the piece of liberal 
democracy, which is based on something that is so has liberal democracy. Do seem to recognize 
equivocal, peace and Define peace as the absence of War. Likewise when chains of government's 
Muhammad Ali actually is changeable depending on the mind or what Kim jong-un's realized Divas. 
Rockler of Biz. 
 
So then how can troop is pluralize, a piece of true. Peace can only be achieved by saint-gaudens embodied 
in socialism, which follows met realistic, conflict theory, and finally leaving to fake pee smell. So fake 
freedoms, which end up? Resulting in related to the recent liberal democracy in socialism, cannot achieve. 
True. Peace, is that true? Peace only comes from God to please God can be real life. Starting, you know, 
that individual, you know, the words piece begins from the unity of an individual's body and mind 
centered on the heart of Peace. When such an official, when such a visual pieces price of the family 
Society Nation. Mine in the world. Can I say the essence of pieces? Being realized? This indicates that the 
source of peace is non other than God? 
 
And so just a theory or in principles of Independence, refers to a shared values of realizing a special 
piece. So a prime example of this piece and the shallows. And its worldwide business man. In the Air 
Force and contributed to the collapse of the Communist. Soviet Union system. I would like to share some 
stories or some examples on this one. I was visited Boston, and this is a story I heard when I visited 
Boston. It says that later, it is that this was a fact that was verified by the CIA. 
 
Then he dispatched 25 people. To the u.s. To kill. Reverend Sun Myung Moon. So they had had such 
plans and recording into a very good luck. I need directions to God protected. Thanks to God's protection, 
a country to parents. It was months later, actually meet Robin William, prison and later on following just 
made a Gorbachev and the religious freedom in the Soviet Union and put on the twenty thousand. A 
thousand young people in the US will overhear the 40. They said they returned to the country afterwards 
and we heard that sounds resistant to the town of the military force back then. Soon after the sodium in 
came to an end. After the collapse at his residence in hannam-dong, really, sincerely. Hope Trotter, 
welcome each other. And had so many full-time together, including the CDs on orders before, we can say 
that it is. Who brought communism and Reverend Moon and his wife, Michelle is the movement will be 
recorded in history. One where you kill your enemy? The one that's six save the enemy. Even at the cost 
of our life. So next chapter 6, I'll talk about when I look into inter-korean ideological conflict and how to 
overcome. It is actually very important because it talks about what is mutual prosperity and 
interdependence, but you to turn out quickly go through this. First, let's look at the principle of mutual. 
disparity, related to the What time is it at Abingdon Katie interdependence right now? And OMG, so 
interdependence of mutual Prosperity is the basic model is actually not. The entry is one that encompasses 
both the individual 
 
and the whole purpose. And that is a family because the family can come practice. And both individual 
and helpers is like a refrigerator is not just mine, but it's also for my siblings and for my prayer, this is 
what we should be. So basically Mission for the clarity is definitely possible. And in terms of democracy 
that what's important is the electric electoral system. So as you know, that one of the liberal democracy is 
that is the electricity in which excess of competition is partisanship of Representatives of political parties 



 

 

that we have the problem family representative elected by Elected and delegates by the people and then 
we have a sibling democracy where that is centered on the family model.  
 
So basically, there are three subjects when it comes to a possession, basically. And this will be very 
important. Turn on some John Beltran, basically. Have a free relationship with parent is only when it is 
based on the conscience of the heart. So basically, it's only true when it is based on the heart and one cup 
of a joint ownership interdependence is the issue of freedom. And I believe that the distance 
fundamentally actually solve the issue of freedom. And secondly, we talked about adequate ownership 
basic place in this will definitely. So, basically adequate ownership. The fundamental issue of capitalism. 
And but anyways, all different lengths, but they're all different. But in terms of the quote, but they're all 
and why is that? Because they're all doing their own function? Basically, we are free because of a 
function of the conscious. 
 
So basically when we understand Freedom as a value and objective value, basically, So, you don't screw 
you. I was on a ship basically. Can definitely solve the inequality issue of the Today's world and believe it 
is a new alternative that can solve this issue. Multiple room. And finally, all talk about the Southside 
conflict in Korea and about cultural revolution. Decomposer, Jimboy's Jimbo. 
 
And I'm not going to need a serious level and behind we have both. Give me some Churches in 1992. 
Basically, weekly struggles between Pro North Koreans because after to the pronoun, for to the fighting 
feels like of leadership and north and Elm a starting. Can I tell me what the North Korean Constitution 
was revised to ask email, sounds realistic ideology, basically the collector in Clash of Illusions. We have a 
Marxist for children in the Witnesses in Revelation from below and the faction which insists on 
Revolution from above. So we have these two different types of Communism right now in Korea and 
South Korea itself. And so we can they are fighting for leadership, struggle for leadership, from the 
different standpoint. And so we see the left and the right signal. We have to stare at him as people who 
died. But, you know, they, they have funerals in same place but in a very big but because they really hated 
each other, the environment was really quite harsh, because of time, I cannot Try to go quickly. I 
apologize, but this actually really is very serious.  
 
Basically, it is heading almost collapsed. So, I'm like fun to go watch the new monster prints for the 
marks public political revolution, a revolution in the midst of. So, the goal is three first capitalist Society 
through a cultural revolution, not a political revolution to the dream of construction. They are using the 
ideology of capitalism, you know, the laws and everything. So they are so, basically neo-marxism using 
the power of culture to spread out their ideologies, so Through the Japan market. So we have people who 
are you talking about? You know what, you know, what anti-discrimination all we have, you know acts 
like a comprehensive anti-discrimination Act and the family and promoted by some political circles in 
which way it wasting all these things coming out called her. So that is why, you know, we once I had a 
meeting where we, when I spoke about the true family movie. I assured how and why the family 
movements were why the absolute values movement is important. We have people like Congressman than 
Birdman and you don't think so. Basically, what I'm trying to say is that the truest and most of the peace 
movement are, can only try it on and can only be conducted through this. It is really, really In 
counteracting Disney, Laxus movement. Thank you very much. 
 


